Addendum 3
Bid 20-99435
Wheeler Maintenance Garage Civil & Concrete

The following addendum shall be appended to and shall become a part of the plans and specifications for the Wheeler Maintenance Garage – Civil & Concrete, Duluth, Minnesota.

This addendum supersedes and supplants all previous reference to similar items.

1) All rigid insulation under building slab and extending out from building is to be two (2) layers 2” XPS Type IV 25 psi with staggered joints as shown on structural drawings S2.0. Delete reference to insulation thickness shown on architectural drawings.

2) For bidding purposes, contractor to provide 2” diameter plastic conduit and 1” diameter water line from location in building (determined by City) and extending out from building 5’. Final size and location to be determined and coordinated with City.

END OF ADDENDUM

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by checking the acknowledgment box within the Bid Express solicitation.

Posted: July 9, 2020